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Logistics Control Tower System

Operations
management time
has been reduced
drastically

The Customer
Logistics Marine Team at
Chevron Thailand Exploration
and Production is a part of
Logistics Decision Support
Center (LDSC) which provides
support to Chevron Gulf of
Thailand Operation by
delivering passengers, cargo,
and bulks to and back from
oﬀshore to provide continuality
in oil and gas exploration and
production. LDSC focuses on
integrated planning cycle
(annual, 90-day, 28-day, 7-day,
daily) and vessel scheduling
process together with enabled
IT applications and visualization
to make the day-to-day logistics
operations safer, more reliable
and eﬃcient.

Challenge
All the Logistics activities along
with Vessel Planning and
Scheduling were done using

discrete Systems like Excel and
other data sources, which were
cumbersome to manage.
Coordination and maintenance
was diﬃcult, since the data has
to be updated manually in each
of the system. There was a need
of a common platform which
would automate the process
and which would reduce the
time considerably. The
application had to monitor
routes on realtime basis. It also
needed to support very low
internet bandwidth and active
directory integration along with
complex user permissions.

Our Solution
Logistics Control Tower
application will be a new
centralized tool for Logistics
Marine Operations to:
Collect and integrate Marine
Vessel Information
Systematically.
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Integrate with several third
party applications.
Manage vessel on-hire/oﬀ-hire,
contracts, crew, maintenance
and trainings.
Ensure timely vessel inspection
and operations.
Monitor shorebase activities
along with their KPIs.

Overall operational
eﬃciency increased
to capture the
vessel routes and
cargo using
real-time event alert
and escalation
system

Manage day to day cargo
movement and vessel routes
eﬃciently.

About Inﬁnite
Inﬁnite computing systems is a
Microsoft Gold Partner that
helps clients innovate in their
businesses, improve customer
relationship and increase
operational eﬃciencies through
the use of BI, Data analytics and
Dashboards, Dynamics 365,
.NET, Power BI, Mobile Apps
and Microsoft Azure.

Integration of
multiple third
party systems at a
common platform
aids in optimum
resources usage
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